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Software engineering is wanting in the standards for measurement techniques. The field of software measurement is still
not mature and scientist and practitioners are trying to develop ideal and standard measurement techniques. Consequently,
several proposals for measures (software metrics) and evaluating cliteria for those measures are available in the literature.
Weyuker's properties are some of the most widely used evaJuation clitelia for software complexity measure. On the other
hand, these properties are very much criticized by several researchers based on the principle of measurement theory. This
paper evaluates the Weyuker's properties from measurement theory perspective and proves that all these properties are
compatible with principles of measurement theory. A comprehensive literature survey to prove the claim has been carried
out. Furthermore, a comparative study with other researchers' works and proposals are performed and the appropriateness
and robustness of these properties have been proved. In addition, once there are clises for an ideal software measurement
ftamework, and Weyuker's properties have several unique features like these properties are developed on scientific basis,
represented by mathematical expressions, straight forward and therefore easily understandable, these properties may play
an important role in establishing such a framework.
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1. Introduction
IEEE [1] defines software measurement as 'The
application of a systematic, disciplined quantifiable
approach to the development,
operation and
maintenance
of software'.
Now software
measurement has established itself as a very effective
way for monitoring productivity, effectiveness and
quality of the product. Software measures are the tools
used to quantify the quality aspect of software. There
is ongoing research to find such a measure which
can be acceptable to the software community and also
satisfy most of the parameters of software. As a result,
one can very easily find thousands of published
papers, and several books on software measurement
which establish it as a core component of software
engineering. Although the above lines show the
success stories of software measurement, it is also a
fact that software measurement has not yet achieved
the needed degree of maturity [2] and its current state
is still confused because of the lack in proper
standards for software measurement. To overcome

this pitfall, several researchers have proposed
different criteria for evaluating software complexity
measures.
Weyuker's properties [3] have been suggested
as guiding tools in the identification of a good and
comprehensive complexity measure. Measurement
theory also plays an important role in analyzing the
properties of software complexity measures and has
now been established by several researchers [4-13]
as evaluating criteria. In other words, both Weyuker's
properties and principles of measurement theory are
used as evaluating criteria for software complexity
measures. However, Weyuker's propelties are very
much criticized by several researchers. According to
Fenton [6], Weyuker's properties are not predicated
on a single consistent view of complexity. Zuse
comments that these properties are not consistent with
the principle of scaling [2]. Cherniavsky and Smith
[14] criticize that Weyuker's properties should be
used carefully since the properties may only give
necessary, but not sufficient condition for good
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important processes which are applicable
evaluating any complexity measure.
1.

Definition of Measure
Condition [10]

2.

Scale of a Measure

3.

Extensive Structure

Definition
Condition

of Measure

in

and Representation

and Representation

Representational measurement is a means used to
provide the empirical observations in terms of
familiar
mathematical
structures.
The
representational
theory of measurement is the
mapping from the empirical world to the formal
relational world, i.e. it provides a clear definition of
measure by a homomorphism between the empirical
world and world of numbers, helping to explain the
meaning of numbers by empirical and numerical
relation systems. Fenton [50] explains it simply as,
'the data we obtain as measures should represent
attributes ofthe entities we observe, and manipulation
of the data should preserve relationship that we
observe among entities'. For mapping, at first, we
observe the empirical relation system, i.e. the entities,
the empirical relationship between (ERS) them and
the binary operation on entities that produce new
entities from the existing ones. Secondly we have to
define the numerical relation system (NRS), which
consists of a set of values, relationships between them
and operation on values, which can produce new
values from the existing ones. Finally, Measure m
can be defined as a mapping of entities to the values
and it considers neither the empirical nQr the
numerical knowledge about systems, i.e. m: E ~ V.
Where E: the set of entities in empirical relation
system (ERS) and V: corresponding set of values in
numerical relation system (NRS).
A measure should satisfy the following two
conditions known as Representation Condition:

The first part of the Representation Condition says
that for a given empitically observed relation between
entities, there must exist a numerical relation between
conesponding measured values and vice versa. In
other words, any empirical observation should be
measurable and any measurement's result should be
empirically observable. The second part says, a
measured value of an entity that is obtained by the
application of an empirical binary operation on two
entities should be equal to the value obtained by
corresponding numerical binary operation executed
over individually measured values of entities.
Alternatively, complexity on the whole should be
definable in terms of complexities of its parts.
Scale
In showing a complexity measure satisfied by
Representation condition, one can investigate the type
of scale [51] for a new proposal. In order to be able
to decide on the scale type, there are two ways to
find the scale type of a proposed measure: through
extensive
structure
and through admissible
transformation. Both of them are described in the next
paragraphs. Through extensive structure, one may
decide the ratio scale, if all the axioms of extensive
structure are satisfied by proposed measure.
Alternatively, to find all types of scales we may go
through admissible transformations.
Admissible Transformation
Given a scale <ERS, NRS, m>, the transformation of
a scale f is admissible if m' f- f
m (i.e. m' is the
composition of f and m) and <ERS, NRS, m'> is a
scale.
0

Based on admissible transformation we can talk
about four different types of scales.
Nominal Scale: each entity is labelled for
categories and there is no ordering relation among
them. An example of nominal scale is the labelling
given programmes according to the name of their
authors.
Ordinal Scale: entities are categorized in the
form of total ordering. The associated values make
entities comparable. As an example, programme
bodies can be assigned degrees from 1 to 5 with
comparative meanings (e.g. 1 for least reliable to 5
for the most reliable).
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assigned numerical values can be quantified in their
amount. A new scale m' from m can only be obtained
through transformations of the form m' = a*m + b
where a > O. An example can be the Celsius scale
that can be converted into Fahreneit.

A5: If e\ .> e2 then for any e3 e4 there exists a natural
number n, such that n e1 0 e3 .> n e2 0 e4 where n E
denotes the composition of E within itself n times
(Archimedean Axiom).

4. Weyuker's
Theory

Properties

and Measurement

Ratio Scale: the ratio between the numerical
values associated with the entities is used for
quantification. The form of transformation is: m' =
a*m where a > O. The main difference between
interval and ratio scale is the existence of true zeropoint in ratio scale. An example of ratio scale is the
LOC measure of the size of a programme body.

In this Section first we will evaluate each Weyuker's
properties against the principle of measurement
theory (Section 3.1). Based on the observation in
Section 4.1, the discussion has been given in Section
4.2.

Extensive Structure

4.1 Comparison of Weyuker's
Measurement Theory

Firstly, Karntz et al. [35] defined the extensive
structure and later Bollmann [52] modified it. In fact,
extensive structure is another way to find the ratio
scale. It is also observed that an extensive structure
is a sufficient condition for obtaining the ratio scale,
but by no means a necessary one. Furthermore, it is
not necessary that all ratio scale measures assume
extensive structure. Zuse [2] argued that for empirical
relation system to assume an extensive structure. His
argument in favour of the use of extensive structures
is that additive measures are ratio scales. However,
the converse is not true, i.e. not all measures are
additi ve. Therefore, an extensive structure is a
sufficient condition for obtaining a ratio scale
measure. Further, to be a ratio scale for a measure is
a desirable property of a measure. The benefit of the
extensive structure is only that one can directly prove
that the measure is on the ratio scale and additive
also. It is still subjective that additivity should be the
necessary property of a measure. In many cases it is
found that many measures that are in ratio scale are
not additive.
Let E be a non-empty set, .~ a binary relation
on E, and 0 a binary operation on E. The relational
system (E, .~ 0) is an Extensive Structure if and only
if the following axioms hold for all el, e2, e3, e4 E E
[2]:

AI: (E, .~) is a weak order.
A2: el 0 (e2 0 e3)
associativity).
A3: eJ

0

e2

"" e2 0

""

(el

0

e2)

0

e3 (axiom of weak

e1 (axiom of weak commutativity).

A4: el .~ e2 ===> eJ
mono tonicity) .

0

e3

.~

e2

0

e3 (axiom of weak

Properties

with

Weyuker's properties are used to evaluate any
complexity measure. A number of [15-20] recently
proposed measures used these properties
for
evaluation purpose. On the other hand, measurement
theory has also been established
by several
researchers as evaluating criteria for software
complexity measure. In the following paragraphs, we
try to establish relation between Weyuker's property
and the above basic principals from Measurement
theory. Each Weyuker's property is evaluated against
principle of measurement theory and their usefulness
explained. By so doing, the statements given by
different scientist for each Weyuker's properties are
compiled. To make comparison with the principles
of measurement theory and Weyuker's properties, the
programme body is treated as modules of the system,
the whole programme is the combination
of
programme bodies, and the system can be built by its
constituent modules.
Property 1:(::3P)(::3 Q) (I P 1"* IQ I). Where P and
Q are Programme Body
It is a property of "Noncoarseness."
From this
property, it concludes that any complexity measure,
which ranks all programmes, as equally complex
cannot be taken as a good complexity measure.
From the measurement
perspective,
this
property states that there must exist two entities for
which the measure results in different values. This
property is compatible with the representation
condition which suggests that the different entities
should map with different values. Kitchenham and
Fenton [8] suggested a similar property "For an
attribute to be measurable, it must allow different

entities to be distinguished from one another." Briand
et at. [4] also suggested for this property to be
included for evaluation purpose. They explain this
property as "A complexity measure must not be too
coarse". Zuse [2] also suggests this property as an
essential requirement for measures. The above
discussion proves that it is an important property from
the m'easurement perspective,
therefore worth
considering.
Property 2: Let c be a Non-negative Number, and
then there are only Finitely Many Programmes of
complexity c
This propetty states that there should be only finite
number of programmes with a given complexity
value. Although this finiteness requirement [8] does
not seem to be needed for measures of physical
attributes that map to the rational or the real numbers,
there is no harm in evaluating any complexity
measure by this property, because this is a general
property to all syntactically based product measure.
Zuse [2] explained this property as, the language
permits only finitely many identifiers and it is
reasonable to assume some possible largest possible
number that can be represented and an upper
boundary on the length of an instruction. This upper
boundary may be the function of particular machine
used and will be assumed to exist. It is concluded
that this is a general property that is worth considering
from measurement theory perspective.
Property 3: There are Distinct Programmes P and
Q such that I P I = I Q I
A complexity measure must not be "too fine" [4].
This property states that a valid complexity measure
allows different programmes to have the same
complexity value or different entities can have the
same attribute value. Although for continuous
measures, we refer to measure as equal only within
the constraints of measurement error [8], this property
is a reasonable requirement. It is also consistent with
measurements of other attributes in other domain.
This property is treated as a general property of a
measure. Zuse [2] argued that the property represents
the general problem in the area of software
measurement. For example, two different flow graphs
can map into the same number. It is due to the fact
that measurement is not based on objective mapping
that it is concluded that it is also a general propet1y
of measure and worth considering from measurement
theory perspective.

Property 4: (::JP) (::JQ) (P == Q & I P I :t I Q I )
It is propet1y of functionality. There is no one-to one
correspondence
between
functionality
and
complexity. It states that programs that deliver the
same functionality can have different complexity
values. It also asserts that function does not prescribe
form [8]. Zuse [2] also accept this property by stating
that this axiom says that the complexity should
depend on the understandability,
readability, or
maintainability of a programme. The measurement
is concerned with empirical term complexity not
measuring the functionality. These discussions prove
the worth of this property from measurement theory
perspective.
Property 5:

(\:j

P)

(\:j

Q) (lPI ~ P; Q I & IQI ~ IP;QI)

This property reflects the property of weak positivity
from the measurement theory. It states that adding
relationship between elements of a system does not
decrease its complexity. It also reflects the view that
the number of structural elements in a programme is
a key factor in its complexity. Kitchenham and Fenton
[8] argued that this property concludes that low
comprehensibility is not a key factor in complexity.
Further they sated that isolated programme fragments
are often more difficult to understand than a complete
programme. Thus, a complexity measure based on
counts of a number of structural elements in a
programme should satisfy property 5. Monotonicity
is also one of the axioms of extensive structure.
Fenton [7] argues, that the property reflects the view
that programme size is a key factor in its complexity
not the low comprehensibility. Zuse [2] also accepts
this property and named it as a weak positivity. The
above discussion proved that this property is a
necessary requirement from measurement theory.
Property 6a: (::JP) (::JQ) (::JR) (I P 1= IQI). & I P; RI
:t IQ; RI). 6b: (::JP) (::JQ) (::JR) (I PI = IQI). & I R; PI
:t IR; QI)
The property 6 states that interaction between P and
R can be different from interaction between Q and R
resulting in different complexity values for P+ R and
Q + R, where complexity of P and Q are same.
This property does not satisfy the weak
monotonicity and weak commutativity of extensive
structure. Due to this reason, Zuse criticized that the
way to the ratio scale by the extensive structure would
be blocked. However, we have discussed earlier that

extensive structure is one of the method to achieve
ratio scale. We can easily achieve ratio scale for this
property by applying the admissible transformations.
Briand [4] argued that for the above properties to be
false, one must force all complexity measures to be
strongly related to control flow, since this would
exclude the fact that the composition
of two
programme bodies may yield additional relationship
between elements of the two programme bodies. If
properties (a) and (b) are assumed true, one forces
all complexity measures to be sensitive to at least
one other kind of additional relationship. Fenton [7]
also argued for this property that it has much to do
with comprehensibility and a little to do with size,
which proves that there is nothing wrong with it.
Although Zuse rejects this property on the basis of
extensive structure, but as for the discussion above,
there is nothing wrong with this property against
measurement theory perspective.
Property 7: There are Programme Bodies P and Q
such that Q is Formed by Permuting the order of
the Statements of p, and (I PI 7:- IQI)
A complexity measure is sensitive to the permutations
of statements [4]. This property asserts that there
exists two programmes p and q, where q is re-ordering
of p, such that the complexity of p is different from
the complexity of q. It only states that programme
complexity may be responsible for the order of
statements. Briand et ai. [4] argued for this property
that the order of the statements, and therefore the
control flow, should have an impact on all complexity
measures. By assuming property to be false, one
forces all complexity measures to be insensitive to
the ordering of statements. Moreover, if this property
is assumed true, one forces all complexity measures
to be somehow sensitive to the ordering of statements,
which may not always be useful. Zuse [2] rejects this
property because of violation of weak commutativity
of the extensive structure. He argues that the way to
ratio scale via extensive structure is blocked;
.however, one can also achieve the ratio scale for this
property by applying admissible transformations.
Therefore, this property is also acceptable from the
measurement theory perspective and is useful for
evaluation purpose.
Property 8: If P is renaming of

Q, then 1P 1 = IQI

Renaming Property: If p is renaming of q then
complexity (p) = Complexity (q). This property states

that renaming does not affect complexity. However,
it is a fact that renaming programme variables by
absurd or misleading
names greatly impairs
understandability [4]. This shows that other factors,
besides complexity, affect the understandability and
the other external qualities of software that are
affected by complexity.
Property 9: (::3 P) (::3 Q) (I PI + IQI)< (I P; QI)
This property reflects the wholeness property from
measurement theory. A lot of discussion has been
done for this property and still, this property is a topic
of research [21-26]. Briand [4] suggested
a
modification in this property in the following manner
and called it module monotonicity.

This property is also the proof of Representation
conditions, which states that measured value of an
entity, which is obtained by the application of an
empirical binary operation on two entities, should be
equal to the value obtained by corresponding
numerical
binary operation
executed
over
individually measured values of entities. In other
words, complexity on the whole should be definable
in terms of complexities of its parts [4, 53]. This
property also proves the additiveness of complexity
measure, which is an additional feature of an
Empirical Relation System to be extensively
structured.
Weyuker's herself has given the modified form
of the original property in the following form.
p, q, Complexity (p) + Complexity (q) ::;;
Complexity (p, q).
'II

However, she rejects it on the basis that it might
lead to contradictions: she argues that the effort
needed to implement or understand the composition
of a programme body P with itself, is probably not
twice as much as the effort needed for Palone.
However, Briand [4] and Misra et ai. [53] are in not
in the favour of this argument, and they recommend
this modified form. From Zuse point of view, this
property is that of "Wholeness". Wholeness is defined
as: "The whole must be at least as big as the sum of
the parts because the whole is more difficult to
maintain and more complex than their components".
It is [2] already proven that the combination rule for
wholeness must be meaningful for the ratio scale.

Furthermore,
Zuse says that this property is
meaningful for ratio scale and accepts it for evaluation
purposes.
The above discussion
proves the
importance of this property.

on software measures; therefore they characterize
properties of measure in a real way.

4.2 Discussions

In the following paragraph, some other researchers'
works are introduced and then compared with the
Weyuker's properties.

For an attribute to be measurable, it must allow
differe~t entities to be distinguished from one another.
It is related to Weyuker's first property, which states
that there must exist two entities for which the
measure results in different values. A valid measure
must obey the Representation Condition, i.e., it must
preserve our intuitive notions about the attribute and
the way in which it distinguishes different entities.
Weyuker's ninth property is related to this issue.
Assuming complexity relates to structural complexity
not psychological complexity, this assertion is implied
by the Representation Condition. Each unit of an
attribute contributing to a valid measure is equivalent.
Weyuker's property 7 relates to this issue.
Weyuker's third property states that a valid
complexity measure allows different programmes to
have the same complexity value. Although for
continuous measures we can refer to measures as
equal only within the constraints of measurement
error, the third property is a reasonable requirement.
It is also consistent with measurement of other
attributes in other domains, so this property may be
treated as a general property of a measure. Weyuker's
fourth property states that programmes that deliver
the same functionality can have different complexity
values. This property can also be taken as general
property. This property asserts that function does not
prescribe form. Thus, property two, three and four
can be taken as general property for complexity
measure. Weyuker's fifth property is monotonicity
with respect to composition. This is related to one of
the axioms of extensive structure. This property
reflects the view that the number of structural
elements in a programme is a key factor in its
complexity. Weyuker's sixth property reflects that
comprehensibility of the programs is the key factor
in complexity and little emphasis on structural
elements in a programme. Modified Weyuker's
property nine is the most important property. It proves
not only for the additive nature of complexity but
also proves for the measure to be on the ratio scale.
This property is also related to wholeness which must
be meaningful for the ratio scale. Additionally, all
these properties are the results of real experiments

5. Comparison of Weyuker's
Other Existing Properties

Properties

with

Bache has proposed the nine axioms which
include axioms of Weak commutativity, independent
condition, invariance of nesting, dominance of the
relation and more complex component. Bache
properties satisfy extensive structure and additive
property [2].
Fenton [50] has proposed the properties for flow
graph: sequential determinism,
non-sequential
determinism and liner combination. These properties
are satisfied by the independence condition, extensive
structure and additive ratio scale.
The properties proposed by Lakshmanan et at.
[54] include non-negativity, functional independency
under sequencing, weak commutativity,
weak
monotonicity,
weak positivity, additive under
sequencing,
functional
independency
under
sequencing,
monotonicity
under nesting, and
additional monotonicity under nesting. In general
these properties satisfy the properties of extensive
structure with additive property.
Shepperd [32] has proposed several axioms for
software measures. All these axioms have been
developed on the basis of measurement theory.
Although the authors have not proposed any
mathematical properties which can be explained on
the principles of measurement theory, they discussed
for the homomorphism, empirical conditions and
uniqueness theorem in the axioms.
Watts [34] has proposed some properties for
software complexity measure which are general in
nature. These properties include comparability,
economy, objectivity, reliability, standardization,
usefulness, validity and objectivity. The properties
are not directly addressed from the measurement
theory point of view.
Conte et at. [29] has proposed some general
types of properties for subjective and objective
algorithm measurement. They have discussed the
simplicity, robustness, predescriptiveness,
and

and complexity of a system is charactelized by the
propelties of non-negativity, null value, symmetry,
module monotonicity and disjoint module additivity.
Zuse [2] has also suggested several measurement
principles for evaluating complexity measures. Some
of them are extensive structure, combination rules,
independence
conditions, wholeness property,
meaningfulness and scales. These all requirements
strictly follow principles of measurement theory.

analyzeability properties. Conte also introduced the
size of programme. These properties are also not
addressed from the measurement principles.
Ejiogu [30] has proposed properties like
empirically and intuitively persuasive, simple and
computable, consistent and objective, measure
rationalism', consistency of units and dimensions,
programming language independency and feedback
effect. From measurement point of view, the authors
have discussed the requirement of scales and
homomorphism
(indirectly) in the property of
feedback effect.

If we analyze all these properties then we find
that these properties fall into two groups. One group
of properties is of the general type. The properties
proposed by Watts[34], Conte et aI. [29] and Keamey
et aI. [33] fall into this group. The other groups of
properties follow the principles of measurement
theory. The work of Bache, Fenton, Lakshmanan et
aI., Ejiogu, Jones, Shappered, Briand, Zuse and
Weyuker's are based on the measurement theory.
These all proposals are compared and summarized
in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that we are not
including the other properties/evaluation criteria in
Table 1, which are not related to principles of
measurement theory. The observations from this
Table provide useful information regarding these
evaluation criteria. After a critical analysis of these
properties proposed by different researchers, we find
the following advantages of Weyukers properties
compared to others.

Jones [31] has proposed eight properties for
software measurers. All these properties are general
in nature; however his property conversion rules
between
measures
require
the admissible
transformation
and therefore are related to the
additive ratio scale.
Kearney et aI. [33] have also proposed the
general properties for the software complexity
measures. These properties include robustness,
normativeness, specificity, predescriptiveness and
property discussion. All these properties are not
directly related to the principles of measurement
theory.
Briand et aI. [4] has proposed a framework for
evaluation of various measurement concepts like size,
length, complexity, cohesion and coupling. His
proposal is totally based on the measurement principle

Table 1: Comparison

between the different set of properties

Measurement
Criteria
Proposed properties

Representation
Condition

Weyuker's Properties

*

Extensive
Structure

*

Bache
Lakshmanan
Fenton

1.

In comparison to all measures, Table 1 shows
that, in general, Weyuker's properties are

based on measurement
Additivity

Wholeness

*

*

*

Ratio Scale
Through
Extensive
Structure

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

Ejiogu

Ratio Scale
Through
Admissible
Transformation

*
*

*

theory

*

Jones
Shapperd

*

Briand

*

Zuse

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

compatible with the principles of measurement
theory. Some of the Weyuker's properties
(Properties 6, 7 and 9) are not satisfied by the
extensive structure but extensi ve structure is not
the only way to achieve the ratio scale and for
these properties, one can achieve it through
admissible transformation.
2.

3.

4.

Only Fenton properties [50] are satisfy by all
measurement conditions (including extensive
structure). However, Fenton has proposed these
properties only for those complexity measures
which are related to flow graph representation
of programs. On the other hand, Weyuker's
propelties are applicable to any type of software
measures.
The properties proposed by Briand et aZ. [4]
are easy to understand and follow the principles
of measurement theory. The most desirable
feature of Briand et aZ. properties is the additi ve
nature of a complexity measure which is
represented by complexity property 4 and 5[4].
This feature (additive nature) is covered by
Weyuker's property 9. Additionally, Weyuker's
has proposed eight more properties to add more
features of complexity measures.
All Zuse propelties strictly follow the principles
of measurement theory. This is an advantageous
feature of these properties. On the other hand it
is not very easy to adopt these properties for
practical
purpose. To understand
these
properties one should have a strong background
of mathematics and measurement theory. This
is the reasons most of developer of software
complexity measures do not follow these
properties. If we compare these properties with
Weyuker's properties, Weyuker's properties are
easy to understand
and can be easily
implemented for evaluation purpose. In fact
Zuse properties are not simple measurement
principles but a complete reference, which
covers the evaluation of a complexity measure
from all perspective of measurement theory. It
is to wOlth mention that in software engineering;

theoretical evaluation is the second preference,
in compassion to empirical evaluation and
validation. Therefore, in general, software
community do not want to devote their time in
such complicated
theoretical
evaluation
process.
5.

Against all available different sets of propelties,
all the Weyuker's properties are expressed by
the mathematical expressions, which make its
base scientific. It is these advantages compared
to other properties that are based on totally
theoretical background. (e.g. Watts properties).

6.

The most advantageous factor of Weyuker's
properties is that they are straight forward and
si mple to understand
[2]. The software
measurement is facing the crises of standards
and Weyuker's properties have several unique
features with strong scientific base, and
therefore these properties may play an important
role in establishing such a framework.

Measurement is the kernel of all software activities.
Measurement assists a practitioner in selecting the
best way to follow in the software development
process. In the present work, each Weyuker's property
is evaluated against the perspective of measurement
theory and it is found that all Weyuker's properties
are compatible with measurement
theory and
therefore proved as an appropriate measure for
evaluation of a new complexity measure. Any
complexity measure, which is satisfied by the
Weyuker's propelty, shows its robustness, because
t~e proposed measure is not only satisfied by the
Weyuker's properties but also from measurement
theory validation criteria. The root of measurement
from the science and the theme of this paper is the
application of measurement in software engineering,
and therefore this work may be interesting and
valuable for those people who are interested in
measurement
techniques. This paper can also
motivate scientists from a basic science background
to solve the problem of measurement in software
engineering.
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